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It seems to me that we clearly have mutual interest, yet different perspectives in what I refer to as “The 

GRIEF INDUSTRY”. 

Having been trained by The Prudential Insurance Company throughout the early 1960’s, to be one of 

the top 5% producers in the company, I acquired a great deal of inside information about The TITANS 

in the insurance industry operate. I only tell you this to show you how many years we go back and the 

13,000 plus insurance claims we have managed.    

In 1988, having seen all of the stupid things people, companies and insurance companies do and don't 

do, I authored The Crime of the Century INSURANCE, to educate ignorant consumers to understand 

that the insurance industry starts and ends with conflicts of interest.  Commissioned insurance Agents, 

of which I was one, cannot make a living telling the public the truth about The GRIEF 

INDUSTRY.   Later I Authored How to Win the Insurance CLAIM GAME, the instruction book that 

does not come with home owner’s insurance policies and later on Auto Insurance Tricks and Repair 

Rip-Offs. 

When consumers enter in to a legal contract (policy) with insurers, the consumer does not get any 

instructions that will directly benefit him or her, other than to call the Insurer FIRST when you suffer a 

loss.  This is yet another conflict of interest and why I created The DISASTER MASTERS® in 1980.  

Since 1988 I have been heavily on the consumer’s side yet I am a staunch supporter of insurance, to 

finance the cost of accidents and disasters.  I just hate the way the CLAIM GAME is played and the 

rocky and uneven field it is played upon.  

Today State Farm and all of the top grossing insurance companies are spending millions of dollars, 

every day of the week to do what?  Steal consumers from the other insurance companies.  

The Titans can only get new customers from the other companies & according to Google ads,  State 

Farm pays Google $395,786.00 every DAY of the week, for their click through ads and Geico pays 

Google $425,892.00 every day.  Who knows how much Progressive and Geico pays for those Flo & 

Gecko TV ads?  Who is getting screwed here?  You, me and a many millions of other people, who are 

forced to pay those insurance bills.   

We are funding about 50 Titans around the world to play THE CLAIM GAME, like kings on a polo 

field.  Wall Street cannot hold a candle to the brilliance of people like Hank Greenberg et al the 

founder of AIG.  And let’s never forget Warren Buffet who owns Geico.      

 The worst of the worst is Progressive and Flo the wonder woman who sells Progressive insurance in a 

box like it is corn flakes or toilet paper on sale. Discounts discounts and it cost Progressive only 

$275.477.00 a day for clicks and the TV Ads that run Prime time around the clock?   WOW.  One day 

of that bill and you can move to anywhere you want to live.    
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Since we agree that consumers get a raw deal, having to undergo the perils of incompetent insurance 

adjusters and their golf partners, who are not qualified to do the work; yet tell us what we can charge 

for services based on a 3rd party database based on lowball claims, which in fact both the consumers 

and the vendors are getting abused in the process.  

This dodge, delay and let's see policy harms the victims who are often given the shaft of lost time, 

money and inferior, unqualified services by default from some newbies who bought their way into the 

business, took a few days of training and now they are the experts in roofs, wind, mold, floods, fire, 

smoke and soot and what about odors?   

There has to be a better way for consumers to recover from auto wrecks and disasters.  All a consumer 

need is a simple, yet comprehensive Action Plan for when things go wrong.  

There is now The Consumer's Action Plan www.theplan.org that empowers and educates its 

members to manage risks, insurance costs and claims professionally.  

Simply put, The CAP is a vital support system, to educate & empower accident and disaster victims 

before during and after things go wrong. 

Check out The CAP at www.theplan.org, and learn how to manage your disaster recovery & your 

insurance policy, before they manage you. 

As always, please do not hesitate to contact me with your comments, queries, or suggestions. 

Ranking 
by 

Premium Insurer 
Amount Spent per day 

On Google Ads Per Year 

        

1 State Farm $395,786.00 $144,461,890.00 

2 Liberty Mutual $85,189.00 $31,093,985.00 

3 Allstate $156,099.00 $56,976,135.00 

4 
American International 

(AIG) N/A N/A 

5 Travelers $115,023.00 $41,983,395.00 

6 
Berkshire Hathaway 

(Geico) $425,892.00 $155,450,580.00 

7 Farmers $41,745.00 $15,236,925.00 

8 Progressive $275,477.00 $100,549,105.00 

9 Nationwide Mutual $52,562.00 $19,185,130.00 

10 USAA $67,652.00 $24,692,980.00 
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